With the continuous application of new information and communication technology in the asset management of power information and communication equipment, a large amount of data will be generated in all aspects of asset management. In data acquisition, due to sensor faults and other reasons, data anomalies will inevitably occur in the data set, which causes great trouble to the subsequent data analysis. In this paper, a data cleaning algorithm based on stack self-encoder (DCbS) is proposed, which can improve the ability of distinguishing and recovering outliers of data by saving the shortterm correlation between data in sliding windows and residual analysis between noisy data and lossless data. Finally, the advantages of the algorithm are highlighted from two aspects: data recovery and outlier identification.
I. INTRODUCTION
As a new generation of technology, the hidden value of big data will bring disruptive changes to many industries. Big data technology aims to extract its economic value from a large amount of data through rapid capture, collection and analysis methods. In recent years, the State Grid Corporation has also carried out various research projects on the application of large data in smart grid [1] - [4] . Large data sources in smart grid are wide, such as smart meter measurement data, equipment management, control and maintenance data, user load data, etc.. At present, the data volume in smart grid field is exponentially increasing, so the potential value of data in power field can be analyzed by using large data technology reasonably and efficiently, which can be used to guide power production and management [5] - [7] . For large data in the field of electric power, due to the particularity of the industry, there are certain requirements for the integrity of data. In recent years, a lot of research has been done on the cleaning of large data in the electric power industry [8] .
In this paper, a data cleaning algorithm based on SDAE (DCbS) based on stack self-encoder is proposed, which combines the characteristics of high data quality required by power information and communication assets. DCbS algorithm can distinguish abnormal data, recover the reconstructed singular points and missing data, and train the model from the perspective of residual by introducing sliding window to preserve the short-term correlation between the data, so as to reduce the training data needed by the model to distinguish abnormal data points. In view of the abnormal operation of power information and communication assets, this method can effectively filter interference data
II. DATA CLEANING TECHNOLOGY FOR POWER INFORMATION
AND COMMUNICATION ASSETS Compared with the traditional big data technology, the large data technology for power information and communication assets needs higher efficiency and accuracy, so there is a higher requirement for data integrity. Before data processing, data need to be cleaned [9] - [11] . At present, the research on big data cleaning at home and abroad mainly includes clustering and association analysis, conditional function dependence, Markov model, etc. Big data cleaning technology relies on the data model itself to build anomaly data recognition rules, delete and clean the anomaly data [12] - [14] . For large data cleaning of power information and communication assets, it includes four steps: establishing sample database, identifying abnormal data, marking and correcting abnormal data and cleaning duplicate data. The purpose of establishing the sample database is to identify the boundary sample data and use clustering algorithm to identify the abnormal data as the boundary. Exceptional data includes missing data and error data, data that can be corrected is corrected, and data that cannot be corrected is marked and deleted. Data cleaning includes not only the correction and deletion of abnormal data, but also the cleaning of duplicate data [15] . The purpose of cleaning duplicate data is to improve the efficiency of subsequent processing and reduce data redundancy. The data cleaning algorithm based on stack selfencoder is studied in this paper. The stack self-encoder is trained by sample database to recognize abnormal data and predict missing data [16] .
III. DATA CLEANING ALGORITHM BASED ON STACK SELF-ENCODER

A. Self-coding Network
The state parameter information of power information communication assets has non-linear correlation, and each monitoring parameter is time series data, which has short-term dependence characteristics. If the SDAE model is trained directly with the original monitoring data of power information and communication assets, the non-linear relationship among the parameters can be acquired, but the inherent short-term dependence of the monitoring parameters will be neglected, which will affect the accuracy of the unit condition monitoring results.
Therefore, in DCbS, the state parameter data of power information communication assets need to be processed first to obtain model input data with short-term dependence. The sliding window technology is used to process the state parameter data of power information communication assets, so that the sliding time window contains the state information of the current time and the previous time, and generates an augmented state data matrix taking into account the short-term dependence of the parameters. With the augmented state data matrix as input, the SDAE model is established and the nonlinear correlation and short-term dependence of the parameters are obtained simultaneously. The specific steps of the sliding window processing method are as follows.
is a data set of power information and communication assets status parameters, where I = 1,2,... N, J = 1, 2,... M, n is the number of monitoring variables, m is the number of sample data collected. The first component of data X represents the sample data of i monitoring variables of the unit, namely (1) (
. Let the width of the sliding window be beta (that is, the sliding window [ , ,..., ]
The data collected from the i th sliding window are as follows:
Therefore, the input data augmented state data matrix of SDAE model is obtained by sliding window processing of state parameter data of power information communication assets from formulas (1) and (2). (1) (
In addition, when beta = 1, AAAAA, the augmented state data matrix is the original state parameter data. Using sliding window technology, the input data of SDAE increases from ndimension of original data X to N-B dimension of augmented state data matrix Y, and the amount of sample data changes from m to m-b+1 accordingly. Obviously, compared with the original state parameter data X, the augmented state data matrix Y obtained by simultaneously obtaining the current and previous state information of the unit through the sliding window includes both the current state parameter information of the unit and the state information of the previous time.
In the training process, DAE is trained layer by layer unsupervised. In the pre-training process, errors are propagated backwards and network parameters are continuously fine-tuned and optimized. The optimization goal of traditional stack noise reduction self-encoder is to optimize the end-to-end between original data D and destroyed data d0. This optimization method needs more features and requires a large amount of computation. But from the point of view of residual, the original function mapping becomes D and d+n, n denotes the noise in the data, the target of DCbS algorithm is the mapping between D and n, and the error function is changed to:
In order to prevent the over-fitting of the model, the heavy attenuation term (regular term) is introduced to prevent the over-fitting of the model, and the weight attenuation term is used in the formula. 1 
2
( )
λ is the weight attenuation coefficient, λ = 3e-3;
( ) l ji W represents the weight parameters connecting the jth neuron in layer L and the I I neuron in layer L + 1; s1, S2 and S3 are the number of nodes in the first, second and third layers respectively, that is, the number of nodes in the input layer, hidden layer and output layer of the network.
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B. Model Description
Because the abnormal state data of power information and communication assets mainly comes from two aspects: one is the abnormal data record, which is the object to be cleaned by DCbS algorithm, the other is the abnormal operation data caused by the abnormal state of assets. Therefore, in the training process, the sample error and error duration are taken as the criteria for judging the data type. The maximum error function is preset as RMAX and the maximum error duration is TMAX. The data whose error exceeds RMAX and the error duration is less than TMAX are judged as a kind of abnormal data. These data are abnormal data Point. The data with errors over RMAX and long-term zero or a specific value are classified as two kinds of abnormal data. This data is missing. If the errors exceed RMAX and there are some variation rules in the data, three kinds of abnormal data are determined. This data is abnormal data of equipment status. DCbS algorithm cleaning target is one or two kinds of abnormal data, the specific flow is as follows:
Step 1: DCbS model is trained with normal data, and the initial model and parameters are obtained.
Step 2: Calculate the error loss from the initial model, estimate the nuclear probability density, and get the Step 4: Use the model to test the test data, identify the abnormal data types, repair and reconstruct the first and second types of abnormal data; For the third type of abnormal data, input the fault data model again to identify, identify the abnormal data, belong to the third type of abnormal data, do not go anywhere. The rest are repaired and reconstructed.
Step 5: Integrate the revised data obtained in step 4, iterate the repaired data of the fault data model into the repaired data of the initial model, and the reconstructed data of the lossless data and the singular value constitute the final valid data
IV. USING THE CASE
The example uses the state detection information of some substation switches from 2014 to 2015 as training and testing data. In the test data, noise is artificially added to the index of switch throughput to detect the performance of the algorithm. The initial model is obtained by selecting normal operation state training, and the fault data model is obtained by selecting the real information including abnormal operation state for training. Among them, the input layer of the model is 80, including three hidden layers, which are 70, 50 and 70, the learning cycle is 1000, and the number of training samples is 10000 groups. Table 1 shows some data sets cleaned after adding noise. It can be seen that the data cleaned by DCbS algorithm is basically consistent with the true value, and has good recovery ability for polluted data. The deviation between the processed lossless data and the original data is kept within 5%. For the abnormal data of equipment status, it can also be well recognized. After processing the abnormal data of equipment status, it still keeps its characteristics, which is convenient for the follow-up processing. For the first and second types of data outliers, DCbS algorithm also maintains good recognition characteristics, and carries out prediction recovery. The data of change 7 and 8 are missing data, and the real data are artificially nullified. DCbS algorithm restores the device to the true value level, which is 3.26 difference from the maximum error of the true value. The data numbered 13 and 14 are artificial singularities, i.e. the data produces large deviations and lasts for a short time. DCbS algorithm is also ideal for the recovery of singular values. It can be seen that the DCbS algorithm is used to clean the large data of power information and communication assets, and the real data distribution characteristics of the cleaning results load are obtained.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a data cleaning algorithm based on SDAE (DCbS) of stack self-encoder is proposed, which saves the short-term correlation between data through sliding window and residual analysis between noisy data and non-destructive Advances in Computer Science Research, volume 92 data, in order to reduce the training data needed by the model to identify abnormal data points. In view of the abnormal operation of power information and communication assets, this method can effectively filter interference data.
The experimental results show that the proposed algorithm improves the ability to distinguish and recover outliers. Finally, the advantages of the algorithm are highlighted from two aspects: data recovery and outlier recognition.
